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Quick Character Sheet for 4th edition Player Characters
Jed McClure - May 2, 2010

Having run an ongoing 4E campaign for almost 2 years, I have noticed some pain 
points in our gaming sessions.  A not unique problem we have is that we all work 
and have families, and so it is pretty rare that everyone is free to play on the same 
day.  So out of practicality the players will take on duties of running the absent 
player’s characters.

No one has complained about this, but it is clear to me behind the DM screen 
that it has put a damper on the role playing, as the players have to switch modes 
between their regular characters and one with unfamiliar strengths and features, 
resulting in excessive flipping of pages, as the two sets of power cards invariably got 
shuffled together. 

The Dungeon Master’s Guide 2 introduces the idea of a companion character- a 
player controlled NPC that has streamlined game play.  Basically a sidekick that is 
simple to run as a little extra flavor to your main character.  And so it occurred to 
me that this was a perfect solution to my absent player problem.  All we needed to 
do was make a ‘Companion’ version of each PC, and then pull them out when the 
regular player could not be there.  I am calling these ‘Quick Characters’ to indicate 
that they are streamlined versions of regular Characters.

It should be a little like bumper bowling, in that the stand-in player should not be 
able to wreck the other player’s PC despite what they do, and also the DM should 
not have to retcon things later.  By the same token, the stand-in player should 
never be able to do any of the really cool stuff, they should be focused on doing 
cool stuff with their main character.  Only a character’s owner should ever get to 
use the top shelf stuff; a big joy in 4E is being able to pull some crazy cool daily 
power out of your hat and make everyone else at the table go ‘ooooo!”

Therefor the  only get to use 1 At-Will, 1 Encounter, and 1 Utility power (unless first 
level.)  At paragon tier they get an additional encounter or utility power, and at 
epic tier they can add an yet another one.  But no matter the level, they don’t get 
to use any Daily powers.  (Thus when the absent player returns the following week 
they won’t find that the cool daily power they were saving for the main villain was 
already used to blast some minions in the hallway.

The instructions for making a companion character on pages 28-33 of the DMG2 
don’t quite lend themselves to the easy conversion of a PC into a companion, since 
they are written with the assumption that you are building a new NPC companion 
from scratch.  So I have tried to re-write out the instructions from the perspective 
that the reader has a full character sheet in one hand, and wants to create a quick 
character from it.

So while the instructions on the next page follow the DMG2 instructions, some 
things (such as the recalculated hit points, to-hit numbers, Damage modifiers, or 
skills,) is a little fiddly, and so I would suggest ignoring what the instructions on 
page 2, and just copy the necessary values over from the original character sheet 
onto the Quick Character sheet on page 3.

I layed out the character sheet as a PDF form that gets all of the key information for 
the Quick character on one page.  For each character you are converting, you can 
fill in the values in Adobe Reader and print out page 3.

Thanks,

~ Jed

Visit my blog at www.jedmc.com/ixdd

Optional House Rule #2
In an effort to keep things fair, and 
also keep players from missing too 
many sessions we are trying out this 
rule:

If an absent player’s character is run 
for a session by a stand-in player, 
then at the end of the session, when 
the experience is split up, 1/2 of the 
absent player character’s xp is given to 
the Stand-in player’s character.

Example: if Mike misses a session, 
and his character ‘Grog’ is played by 
David in addition to David’s regular 
character ‘Trollkiller’.  If at the 
end of the session, both Grog and 
Trollkiller are supposed to receive 
800 xp, then under this house rule, 
Grog would only get 400 xp, and 
Trollkiller would get 1,200 xp.

This rewards players for taking on 
someone else’s character, and also 
if a player begins missing too many 
sessions, they will find their character 
is falling behind the rest of the party 
in xp. 

Optional House Rule #1
If an absent player’s character gets 
knocked down to below zero hit 
points, then they are out for the rest 
of the encounter, and then regain 
unconsciousness afterwards.  Thus no 
death saves to manage, and no upset 
players.  (Sometimes this requires 
some creativity if a TPK happens, 
but that is part of the fun of running 
rpgs.)

Likewise any components, magical 
ammunition, or other consumables 
should be unavailable listed on the 
Quick Character.

Training Wheels for 4E
Another issue that comes up, is 
running a game with a player who is 
young, or has never played 4E before.  
The regular character sheet might be 
a little overwhelming, so giving them 
the companion character version of 
the character would allow them to 
ease into the rules.
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1. Character Level - Same as for the original character
2. Character Class & Role - Same (see the Compendium/PHB for their role, if its unknown.)
3. Character Race - Same - copy all racial traits and their racial power.
4. Ability Scores - Same - Note: ability score bonuses do not affect the Quick character’s attack or defence 

scores but work the same otherwise.
5. Calculate Hit Points & Surges - based on the character class role. See chart below: 

Controller Defender Leader Striker

Hitpoints (level x 4) + 6 + CON 
score

(level x 6) + 9 + CON 
score

(level x 5) + 7 + CON 
score

(level x 5) + 7 + CON 
score

Healing Surges 6 + CON modifier 6 + CON modifier 6 + CON modifier 6 + CON modifier

6. Calculate Defences - see chart below:
Controller Defender Leader Striker

Armor Class 13 + level 17 + level 15 + level 15 + level
Reflex, Fortitude, & Will 13 + level 13 + level 13 + level 13 + level

7. Select powers - See chart below
Heroic Tier (levels 1-10) Paragon (levels 11-20) Epic (levels 21-30)

Basic Attacks 1 basic melee & 1 basic 
ranged

1 basic melee & 1 basic 
ranged

1 basic melee & 1 basic 
ranged

Powers • 1 At-Will power
• 1 Encounter power
• 1 Utility power

• 1 At-Will power
• 1 Encounter power
• 1 Utility power
• 1 Encounter or Utility power of 

level 10 or below.

• 1 At-Will power
• 1 Encounter power
• 1 Utility power
• 1 Encounter or Utility power of 

level 10 or below
• 1 Encounter or Utility power of 

level 17 or below.

8. Assign feature - add feature based on their class role.  
Controller Defender Leader Striker
Once per encounter as a free 
action, a controller can extend 
an effect on an enemy to end 
at the end of his next turn, 
rather than his current turn.

When a defender hits an 
enemy with a melee basic 
attack, the defender marks 
that target until the end of her 
next turn.

Twice per encounter as a 
minor action, a leader can al-
low an ally within 5 squares of 
the leader to spend a healing 
surge. A leader of 16th level 
or higher can use this feature 
three times per encounter.

Once per round, a striker 
deals 1d6 extra damage when 
he hits an enemy he has 
combat advantage against. 
This extra damage increases 
to 2d6 at 11th level and 3d6 at 
21st level.

9. Calculate Attack Bonus: it equals 4 + level.
10. Calculate Damage Bonus: It equals appropriate ability modifier to damage rolls, as normal. In addition, they 

add one half their level to all damage rolls.  This value fills in for the damage bonus that PCs derive from feats 
and other special bonuses. (Example: a STR based attack damage bonus would be: [W] + STR Bonus + 1/2 
level)

11. Skills - Same  (Note: The DMG2 actually suggests only 2 trained skills for a companion character, so that it 
does not overshadow the PCs.  So that doesn’t make sense for PC conversion, so I suggest just keeping all the 
skills the same.  See pg. 31 of DMG2 for more info.)

12. Choose Equipment - Same.  One exception is that expendable items like arrows, spell components, and such 
are ‘instanced’.  Meaning that whatever the stand in player uses in the course of the session, does not come 
from the amounts on the PC’s normal equipment.  DMs need to use their discretion on this, but the basic idea 
is that anything a stand-in player does with this companion version of the PC does not affect the ‘real’ PC;  
(except things that the DM wants to carry over for story’s sake.)

 ○ Armor & Shields - use the AC calculation from step 6, rather then what the armor states.
 ○ Weapons and implements - use the attack bonus for attacks from step 9, but include any proficiency bo-

nus the weapon offers.
 ○ Magic items - do not include any benefits from magic items (attack bonus, defence bonus, damage bonus, 

or powers) unless the DM approves it.
13. Details/Role-playing notes- a short paragraph that sums up the PC’s traits, personality and history, so the 

stand-in Player knows roughly how to play the PC even if they have never seen them in action before.

Steps for creating a Quick/Companion Character. 
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Standard Actions

Movement

Skills Equipment

Armor Class Reflex/Will/Fortitude

STRength: 
CONstitution
DEXterity
INTelligence
WISdom 
CHArisma 

Initiative

Stats

BloodiedMax HP

Max Healing Surges Healing Surge Value

Hitpoints
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Basic Melee Attack

Basic Ranged Attack

Minor Actions
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Description:

Endurance (Con)
Heal (Wis)
History (Int)
Insight (Wis)
          Passive Insight
Intimidate (Cha)
Nature (Wis)

Acrobatics (Dex)
Arcana (Int)
Athletics (Str)
Bluff (Cha)
Diplomacy (Cha)
Dungeoneering (Wis)

Perception (Wis)
          Passive Perception
Religion (Int)
Stealth (Dex)
Streetwise (Cha)
Thievery (Dex)

Ability Score     Ability Modifier
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Quck Character sheet for D&D 4th Edition, Using the companion character rules from pp. 28-33 in Dungeon masters Guide 2
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